
Part 3: FALLEN & RISEN      Romans 5:12-21      Oct. 11, 2020

1) To know who you are, you need to understand where you came from. 

2) Historic Adam: It is worth noting that the scriptures present Adam in 
the context of historic narrative and he begins the genealogies found in 
the Old and New Testaments. Moreover, Jesus and the apostles speak of 
Adam as a real and historic figure. The reliability of the scriptures and the 
plan of redemption that begins with Adam's sin and completed in Christ's 
work loses validity if Adam or Jesus were not real historical figures. 

3) The Fall / Original Sin brought disruption in three key relationships:
 Humanity with God: What was once close and intimate fellowship 

is now broken 
 Humanity with one another: What was once pure, unified and 

beautiful is now strained
 Humanity with creation: What was once perfect natural balance is

now marked by toil and decay

4) Contrasting Adam and Jesus:
• Adam Was given the tree of life : Jesus Willingly chose a tree of 

death (See Philippians 2:8)
• Adam Gave in to sin : Jesus Was sinless (See 2 Corinthians 5:21)
• Adam Blamed others : Jesus Took the blame (See Isaiah 53:5)
• Adam fled and covered his shame : Jesus willingly bore our 

shame on himself (See Matthew 27:35)
• Adam's life brought death : Jesus' death brought us eternal life 

(See Ephesians 2:5-7)
• In Adam we are separated from God : In Jesus we are restored to 

God (See 1 Peter 3:18)

• In Adam Humanity is doomed by his disobedience: In Jesus 
Humanity given hope by his obedience (See Romans 5:18)

• In Adam I am born into sin : In Jesus I am adopted as a child of 
God (See Romans 8:15)

• In Adam creation is fallen : In Jesus creation will be restored (See 
Revelation 21:4)

• In Adam we are FALLEN : In Christ we are RISEN

5) It isn't fair that we are all tainted by sin because of one man, neither is 
it fair that we can all be forgiven by the goodness of one man! This is how
God chose to reveal his plan of redemption to us. Ultimately, we have two
options, we can either remain in Adam or be redeemed in Christ!

:: LIFE APPLICATION 

1) What stood out in today's message for you? Why?

2) What notable features are a part of your family line? How does that 
effect you today and contribute to your sense of self? 

3) What questions do you have when it comes to our human origins? 
How important is it that you have an understanding of the details of how 
science and scripture line up? How would you go about answering your 
specific questions? 

4) What aspects of the created order (humanity, nature etc.) have you 
noticed that demonstrate this fallenness we have been looking at today? 

5) What aspects of Jesus' redemptive work do you appreciate most?


